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To Read Energy Signature And                            

Connect To Your Omnipresent Self 

 

1) Get focused for a moment and slow down your inner rhythm and breathing as you read 

this. 

2) Take a deep breath in through your mouth, hold it, and now exhale slowly. Do this 3 

times. 

3) Now have your left hand with the palm facing DOWN and the fingers pointing away 

from you, very relaxed and not touching anything. 

4) Begin to focus only on what you are feeling in your left hand 

5) You will feel some slight tingling in your fingertips 

6) Now say out loud, "Connecting to my full potential OMNIPRESENT self" while still 

focusing on what you are FEELING in your left hand 

7) You will now feel a STRONGER tingling in the fingertips of your left hand 

8) Now ask, "I live on Earth” 

9) Feel what happens in your left hand 

10) You will feel the energy move from your PALM out your fingers, going AWAY 

from you. It is like a valve is opened in the middle of your hand and the energy flows 

OUT. 

11) Now refocus on your left hand 

12) Now ask, "I live on Mars" 

13) Feel what happens in your left hand 

14) You will feel the energy come TOWARDS your palm, PUSHING on your fingertips, 

jamming your fingers. 

So what is happening here? 

I set my intent for anyone to read this article to read accurate answers from your Full 

Potential Omnipresent Self. 



Frequently asked questions 

 

Q: What does the direction of energy in your hands signify? 

A: When the energy goes OUT your fingertips, it is a YES from your full potential 

OMNIPRESENT self. When the energy comes IN to your fingertips TOWARDS you, 

this is a NO. 

Q: Why do we use the left hand? 

A: Your hands have an energetic "wireless" connection to your Full Potential 

Omnipresent Self. The left hand is a receiving hand for energy (because of the magnetic 

chakra there) and the right hand is a sending hand (because of the electrical chakra there). 

It is simply how your electromagnetic energetic anatomy works and how you are "wired". 

Q:  What is the difference between Energy Signature and Muscle Testing? 

A:  OMNISCIENT means knowing everything, which access to ALL information, all 

knowing beyond our conscious and subconscious mind.   

Muscle testing accesses our Subconscious Mind only.  It is not as accurate if we have 

unknown blocks. 

Q: Can we use this for ANYTHING? 

A: Absolutely! Since your Full Potential Omnipresent Self is never wrong, or what I like 

to say, INACCURATE, you can practice this with questions you KNOW the answer to 

FIRST, to get the feel of it. Then you can practice getting answers that you can VERIFY 

later, to build your confidence. It is great to ask for guidance in any situation in your life.  

DO PREPARE whatever answer you get. 

 

ASK your Full Potential Omnipresent Self now: 

"Is it in my HIGHEST GOOD to ___________________?" 

Feel the answer in your left hand. 

If the energy is going OUT your left hand, that is a YES. 

NOW the KEY is to TRUST your intuition and ACT on it. 

 


